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Abstract
Kate Gleason College of Engineering
Rochester Institute of Technology
Degree: Master of Science
Program: Microelectronic Engineering
Name of Candidate: Anthony Ross Schepis
Title: Alternative lithographic methods for variable aspect ratio vias
The foundation of semiconductor industry has historically been driven by scaling.
Device size reduction is enabled by increased pattern density, enhancing functionality and
effectively reducing cost per chip. Aggressive reductions in memory cell size have resulted
in systems with diminishing area between parallel bit/word lines. This affords an even
greater challenge in the patterning of contact level features that are inherently difficult to
resolve because of their relatively small area, a product of their two domain critical
dimension image.

To accommodate these trends there has been a shift toward the

implementation of elliptical contact features. This empowers designers to maximize the
use of free space between bit/word lines and gate stacks while preserving contact area;
effectively reducing the minor via axis dimension while maintaining a patternable
threshold in increasingly dense circuitry. It is therefore critical to provide methods that
enhance the resolving capacity of varying aspect ratio vias for implementation in electronic
design systems. This work separately investigates two unique, non-traditional lithographic
techniques in the integration of an optical vortex mask as well as a polymer assembly
system as means to augment ellipticity while facilitating contact feature scaling. This
document affords a fundamental overview of imaging theory, details previous literature as
to the technological trends enabling the resolving of contact features and demonstrates
simulated & empirical evidence that the described methods have great potential to extend
the resolution of variable aspect ratio vias using lithographic technologies.
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Chapter 1. Background
______________________________________________________
1.1 Introduction
Interaction of light and matter is central to the progression of man. Homo sapiens
(in addition to a significant portion of species that populate Earth) have evolved to interpret
these interactions in the visible spectrum. It is therefore of little surprise that fascination
surrounding optical elements dates back to more than 3000 years ago when the Nimrud
Lens was employed to focus light. Since this time the desire to manipulate complex optical
systems and harness the controlled propagation of radiation has only increased, enabling
the exploration of macroscopic objects and microscopic environments.
Without foraging through the fundamental theories of electromagnetism through
the works of Ampere, Maxwell, Faraday and Orsted centuries ago, one may attribute the
advent of modern electronics to Lee De Forest’s 1906 invention of the first three terminal
device, the Audion. This single device revolutionized communication systems in its ability
to modulate current flow. Although De Forest’s invention had limited reliability and
dissipated significant power, it was the inception of an industry through which most
modern technology is derived. It would not be until 1947 when Bardeen, Brattain and
Schockley realized Julius Lilienfeld’s concept of semiconductor device application in the
development of the first transistor. The transistor was much more practical than the Audion
in that it efficiently amplified and controlled the propagation of electric current and rapidly
solidified its position as the fundamental building block in electronic system design.
A little over ten years later, Jack Kilby and Robert Noyce concurrently proposed
the concept of integrated circuit manufacturing (ICMF). Instead of employing discrete
components in circuit design it was suggested that a blanket manufacturing solution could
1

be exploited to fabricate elements utilizing the same processes. A method for defining
these constructs would be required. A notion that Richard Feynman profoundly asserted
during his ‘Plenty of Room at the Bottom’ lecture to the American Physical Society. He
proposed that in order to advance the understanding and knowledge across the physical,
chemical and biological sciences the largely unexamined frontier of microsystems would
require thorough investigation. An examination which was largely contingent upon the
scientific communities’ ability to transcribe high resolution information; the mechanisms
of which would heavily rely on electromagnetic radiation that has garnered the attention of
man since the dawn of time.

“I would like to describe a field, in which little has been done, but in which an enormous
amount can be done in principle…What I want to talk about is the problem of manipulating
and controlling things on a small scale… It is a staggeringly small world that is below”
-Richard P. Feynman 1959
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1.2 Survey of Patterning Technologies
______________________________________________________
Optical Lithography
Optical lithography employs deep ultraviolet (DUV) electromagnetic radiation to
create high resolution relief image patterns in a photosensitive resist material, which may
then be effectively employed as a template for selective deposition and etch processes in a
layered fabrication scheme as prescribed by Kilby and Noyce. The images realized in resist
are projections of a master pattern on a photomask.

The photomask is generally

constructed of chromium and quartz which integrate to create opaque and transparent
regions that dictate the propagation of source radiation at the mask interface.
The current industry standard source is a 193nm ArF excimer laser. This output is
filtered through a condenser lens assembly which provides uniform illumination in the
mask plane resulting in diffracted orders post interaction. The diffracted information
propagates toward an objective lens where only a finite amount of data is collected;
determined by the maximum acceptance angle of the lens (as visualized in Figure 1.1) [1].
A minimum collection of a single diffracted pair is required for resolution. It is the
propagation of the diffracted information that will ultimately determine the resolving
performance of a projection lithography system, a function of the coherence of the source
illuminator as described by the relationship posted in equations 1.1 & 1.2.

𝑅𝐶𝑜ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 =

0.5λ

(1.1)

NA

𝑅𝐼𝑛𝑐𝑜ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 =

0.25λ

(1.2)

NA

3

Fig. 1.1. Projection lithography system [1] .
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An on-axis point source coherent illuminator will produce normally acting waves
that arrive in phase at the mask. The lack of angular spread results in a critical cutoff value
of pitch where the first order diffracted information is not collected for a given numerical
aperture (NA) of the objective lens. Incoherent illumination affords a collection of offaxis point sources which interact with the mask at all angles with no phase to space
relationship. The diffracted orders have a spread that will fill the pupil with a linearly
decreasing modulation function; affording a higher ultimate resolution than coherent
illumination at the cost of contrast [1].
The capacity to resolve high resolution information is irrelevant without a
qualifying metric to characterize a systems capability to do so. It is critical to consider the
process window through which the diffracted information may be constructed into
meaningful features. This entails determining the acceptable dose variation (EL) within
the exposure system and depth of focus (DOF) dictating the permissible distance shifted
along the optical axis while still resulting in a desirably resolvable image. An ideal imaging
system’s process window would extend to the theoretical limits, in reality components and
processes have tolerances that can significantly hinder latitude. Effective dose may be
altered by source level fluctuations across field, wafer topography and even non-uniformly
heated hotplates present during photoresist processes. Aberrations (lens errors) are present
in all optical lithography systems to some degree and can significantly induce defocus.
Spherical, comma, astigmatism, field curvature/distortion and chromatic aberrations are
common lens defects which will require accommodation [2].
Despite the aforementioned complexities involved in a lithographic patterning
system, the ability to scale the process has solidified its position in semiconductor
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manufacturing and academia for nearly half a century. Scaling is largely economical in
principle as demonstrated by Gordon Moore [3]. Inherent in the nature of semiconductor
manufacturing, chemical process are employed to fabricate devices. The most significant
consequence of which is that within a fixed area whether one unit is fabricated or one
million units are constructed, the same amount of material is consumed to produce the
yield. Therefore if the elements are made smaller, the price per component may be
drastically reduced.

The benefits of a scalable process are not solely restricted to

economics. Robert Dennard identified that as devices are scaled a performance gain is also
realized [4]. As the size of devices are reduced the parasitic capacitances and resistances
associated with operation also diminish. A direct consequence of which means that
effectively the same chip may be produced at a smaller technology node with reduced
power dissipation or the same operational requirements at a higher clock frequency.
Furthermore, as the capacity to resolve high resolution images is increased it enhances the
capability of the scientific community to conduct research in a broad range of disciplines
ranging from biology [5] to physics [6].
The advantages of scaling have been identified, the next logical progression is to
investigate the means to manipulate a lithography process that will yield a reduction in
feature size.

Several mechanisms have historically been exploited to extend image

modulation, resolution and further control the distribution of diffracted information within
the objective lens. The most obvious of which (based upon inspection of equations 1.1 &
1.2) is reducing illuminator wavelength. Such reduction decreases the spread in diffracted
information such that more data is obtained within the pupil. Scaling source wavelength
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from mercury arc lamps to excimer lasers has effectively reduced critical device
dimensions (CD) from micrometers to nanometers.
Other methods have also been successfully engaged to enhance the capabilities of
an optical imaging system; maintaining the process window and reducing feature size. Off
axis illumination is one such technique.

Dipole, quadrupole, annular and flexray

illumination apertures are a few alternative configurations to on-axis sources that have been
successfully integrated [7]. Further lithographic scaling practices such as modification to
the photomask (enabling phase/intensity manipulation of illuminator output) [8],
computational lithography (sub resolution assist feature placement, optical proximity
correction etc.) [9,10] and alterations to the foundation of the optical system (such as
insertion of high index immersion fluid at the wafer-objective lens interface) [11] can
increase local contrast, DOF and ultimate resolution limit.
The means to extend optical patterning in 193nm ArF systems have been
thoroughly exhausted. Multiple patterning processes are becoming increasingly hindered
by throughput reduction, process complexity and diminished tolerance. The next logical
progression to enable the continuation of scaling would be to explore a further reduction
in illuminator wavelength. Extreme ultraviolet lithography (EUVL) operating at a source
wavelength of 13.5nm provides promise that scaling may continue, however,
underdeveloped source power [12], mask infrastructure [13-15], materials [16-18] and
system maintenance strategies [12] have so far prevented integration of this technology.
With EUVL not mature enough for insertion, the semiconductor industry and scientific
community has begun seeking interim solutions that will enable the continuation of pattern
scaling.

7

Maskless Patterning Technologies
Maskless direct-write patterning technologies seek to circumvent the shortcomings
of diffraction limited optical lithography and have recently garnered attention given the
lack of maturity in EUVL integration. Electron beam lithography (EBL) may be thought
of as a derivative of traditional lithography processes where sensitive materials are
rendered soluble/insoluble in a developer based upon exposure to incident radiation. In the
case of a direct write EBL a computer system is used to generate patterns by changing the
position of the electron beam rather than diffraction at a mask interface. A typical EBL
system closely resembles that of a scanning electron microscope (SEM), comprised of a
vacuum chamber, electron gun and a column containing electro- optical elements that focus
the beam and accelerate it to the desired working voltage [19].
EBL systems have been demonstrated to produce sub-10nm feature sizes [20],
however, several limitations are associated with the writing process. The most significant
of which is the write speed, an artifact of the serial writing scheme through which the
patterns are generated. A single 300mm wafer has a process time on the order of tens of
hours as opposed to minutes for an exposure using a lithographic stepping process [21].
Parallel write technologies employing multiple electron beams [22,23] are able to increase
throughput at the cost of resolution (due to proximity effects of interacting beams). Other
complications can arise as result of beam scatter, where elastic and inelastic events can
lead to unwanted exposures micrometers from the intended feature [19]. Ultimate pattern
densities are also limited by the nature of the process. Different size features require unique
exposure doses, restricting the pitches of nested constructs in these scenarios due to the
charge distribution in the resist [24].
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The patterning techniques surveyed to this point have relied (at least in part) on far
field imaging solutions. Scanning probe lithography (SPL) enters the regime of near field
patterning and removes the complex beam optics of the previously detailed methods;
affording a cost-effective means to produce high resolution images.

SPL may be

implemented in a variety of fashions, some of which rely on nano imprint lithography
(NIL) where mechanical deformation is induced to the substrate using an atomic force
probe tip to realize a pattern [25,26].

Atomic scale manipulation has also been

demonstrated using SPL where direct physical interaction of a probe tip can be used to
rearrange nanoparticles [27], molecules [28,29] and atoms [30].
Although SPL affords means to produce high resolution images at an atomic scale
with relatively low cost of ownership and does not succumb to the proximity effects of
EBL, the mechanical nature of the process hinders its throughput [31]. Massively parallel
two dimensional arrays comprised of over 55,000 write heads have been explored as means
to reduce process time [32], however, probe tip deformation in such systems yield critical
write errors and sustenance is not practical. Materials development and integration with
other fabrication process also present further challenges in the adaption of SPL [33].
The aforementioned direct write technologies have demonstrated a distinct
resolution advantage over photolithography techniques, however, have been hindered by
their throughput, density limitations and mechanical nature. Plasmonic lithography seeks
to surmount these challenges. Traditionally light has been viewed as a freely propagating
wave that transports energy in space. While accurate, this classic view of radiation
dismisses a rather significant property of the wave nature of light. Transport is not
necessarily restricted to free space, electromagnetic fields may be present in the form of
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evanescent waves bound to the surface of objects at a conductor-dielectric interface. Such
fields exhibit exponential decay from the boundary interface in the extreme near field.
When appropriately channeled evanescent waves can be confined to atomic scale
dimensions, lending itself to a promising application in patterning [34].
The key to evanescent field generation relies on charge distribution within metallic
nanoparticles. When subject to an incident electric field the electrons of the conductive
particles will rearrange themselves (yielding to electromagnetic forces); resulting in the
aggregation of negative charge. Consequently columbic interaction (a product of the
effective dipole moment) generates a restoring force. Tuning the frequency of the incident
light to match the natural response of the electrons can further amplify their motion [35].
So much so that the net electron oscillation within the material spawns an electric field
acting in the near field regime, known as plasmon resonance.
This response is typically orders of magnitude lower in wavelength than the
incident excitation electric field. Previous studies employing sub-wavelength contact array
masks [36,37], prism [38], tapered fiber [39] and super lens image [40,41] coupling were
able to effectively reduce source wavelength (up to λ/6) in patterning photosensitive
materials via plasmonic lithography.

An admirable feat, however, well above the

fabrication capacity of traditional step and scan lithography systems whose wavelengths
are more practical to scale. Advanced plasmonic systems employing thermally activated
resist and the adiabatic transformation of propagating surface plasmons to localized surface
plasmons have pushed the resolution barrier beyond 22nm with 14m/s write speeds [42],
however, suffer from extreme dose sensitivity due to the evanescent nature of the focused
field where a 1nm deviation in head position results in a 1000x reduction in intensity.

10

1.3 Patterning Technology Summary
______________________________________________________
The ability to image nanometer scale patterns and beyond have significant
ramifications that extend well outside the confines of the optical community. The capacity
to resolve such images enable the fabrication of complex microsystems that afford great
potential to expand knowledge across the physical, chemical and biological sciences.
Current state of the art multiple patterning immersion lithography systems have enabled
stringently controlled 22nm node technology at the cost of significant process complexity.
Progression beyond this node with present imaging systems induces even more challenges
as design tolerance diminishes.
The next logical progression to extend optical lithography mandates a reduction in
illuminator wavelength to the extreme ultraviolet regime, however, the infrastructure to
support the move is not yet mature enough for manufacturing insertion. This has left the
scientific community seeking alternative patterning systems that will enable the
continuation of feature scaling. Maskless techniques such as electron beam, nanoimprint
and plasmonic lithography provide alternative cost effective means to surmount the
diffraction limit, however, suffer throughput, defectivity, overlay and proximity issues.
The deficiency of a viable next-generation imaging solution is evident, mandating the need
for development of a novel patterning platform through which the stringent manipulation
of microsystems may continue.

11

Chapter 2. Motivation
______________________________________________________
The International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS), a consortium
of industry and research partners, releases yearly assessments detailing the needs of future
inventions and technical challenges across microsystems development. The most recent
2013 technology characteristics summary [43] mandates the need for a patterning solution
that is capable of imaging sub 18nm contact features with 1.2nm three sigma CD control
by the year 2018. Adhering to this projection there has been an aggressive reduction in the
fabrication of microelectronic circuit elements over the past few decades. Memory cell
size has been dramatically reduced resulting in an effective increase in array density as the
market demand for low profile, high capacity storage media has drastically increased. This
densification consistently reduced the distances between parallel bit and word lines making
it ever more challenging to resolve the contact features that define electrical connections
within these circuit elements.
Contact hole lithography is one of the most difficult layers to resolve in modern IC
processing. Vias have the smallest element area of any other IC design element with
critical dimensions in both x and y domains. This dimensionality compounds their
sensitivity in ultra low k1 lithographic processes. Mask enhancement error factor (MEEF)
simultaneously acts in two dimensions resulting in a quadratic error relationship with
regard to CD [44]. Susceptibility to defectivity, disuniformity and edge roughness limit
their process window and resolving capacity as the limits of a lithography system are
approached. It is therefore crucial to examine methods that can enable the continuation of
scaling while mitigating the impact of process factors.

12

Augmenting the shape of the contact feature can support scaling trends while
improving process latitude. In a design shrink where interconnects are formed by circular
contacts, dimensions of the via will be reduced in all directions, inducing strain on a
lithography systems capability to resolve such images.

Variable aspect ratio (AR)

controlled via features afford two degrees of freedom when scaling.

Even with a

dimensional decrease along the minor axis, elliptical vias may be dimensioned such that
the major axis is extended; increasing contact area and enabling the maintenance of a
patternable threshold to minimize DOF penalty [45,46].
Present day 193i optical lithography has been exhausted of resolution enhancement
methods and the next logical iteration of source wavelength reduction (EUVL) is too
immature for insertion.

Consequently the scientific community has begun seeking

alternative patterning technologies that will enable the continuation of high resolution
imaging of critical layers in microsystems fabrication. Maskless technologies (EBL, NIL,
etc.) have presented the potential to circumvent the diffraction limit inhibiting optical
lithography, however, each have their own set of unique challenges that have hindered their
adoption. With the deployment of 450mm wafers set for 2018 these shortcomings are
further exacerbated. The focus of this research revolves around the integration and
investigation of alternative lithographic methods to augment the contour of contact feature;
enhancing the capacity to scale while addressing a severe deficiency in published literature
regarding this critical subject. In this work vortex mask & directed self assembly (DSA)
techniques are employed and optimized as means to print variable aspect ratio vias for the
22nm node and beyond. These systems are qualified based upon their complexity, process
latitude, aspect ratio achievable and capacity to be resolved in high resolution systems.
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Chapter 3. Contact Level Lithography
______________________________________________________
3.1 Contact Feature Image Formation
Contact level patterning defines the connections between wiring levels and
critically challenges a lithography systems resolving power. Aggressive critical dimension
targets with minimum feature size in x and y directions, two dimensional images,
susceptibility to defectivty and a high mask error enhancement factor make contact
lithography the most difficult level to print. It is therefore essential to attain a theoretical
understanding of the formation of features in an optical imaging system prior to proposing
methods that modulate their characteristics.
The fundamental aspects of a projection lithography system have been described.
It is now important to attain an understanding of the basis through which an optical image
is formed from the translation of spatial content (photomask features) to frequency
information (diffracted propagation of light). In projection lithography systems far-field
(Fraunhofer) diffraction is observed.

Fourier methods can be employed to describe

interaction between illuminator output and photomask features. For the sake of simplifying
analysis a coherent illumination source will be used and it will be assumed that the distance
between the aperture and illumination plane are much greater than the aperture dimension,
spherical waves can be approximated by quadratic surfaces and each plane wave
component has the same polarization amplitude [47].
The field distribution of a mask function is its Fourier transform.

A two-

dimensional mask function’s frequency content may therefore be related using the
expression in equation 3.1. A two dimensional rect function can be used to characterize a
square contact feature with side a. Impulse functions covering both x and y domains may
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then be used to sample this feature at pitch p. These spatial functions may then be related
using convolution (multiplication in frequency domain) to represent the two dimensional
mask content of an infinite contact array as displayed in equation 3.2. Taking the Fourier
transform of the spatial content will result in interfering orthogonal sinc functions. The
frequency content of a 1:1 duty ratio contact mask normalized to pitch is depicted in Figure
3.1.
As described in the preceding section, the amount of diffracted information
collected is dependent upon the spread across the lens aperture. For this example it will be
assumed that +/-1st and 0th diffracted orders are captured as presented in Figure 3.2. The
amplitude spectrum of this information may be decomposed into a linear combination of
complex exponentials, enabling harmonic analysis through Fourier expansion [47]. The
results of this decomposition are posted in equation 3.3. The resultant image intensity
distribution, m’(x,y)2, is expressed on the right side of Figure 3.2.
M(u,v) = F {m(x,y)}
𝑥

(3.1)
𝑦

𝑥

𝑦

m(x,y) = rect (𝑎)rect(𝑎) * comb(𝑝)comb(𝑝)
2

2𝜋

2

(3.2)

2𝜋

m’(x,y) = 1 + πcos( 𝑝 x)+ πcos( 𝑝 y)

(3.3)

Fig. 3.1. Square contact length a, feature pitch p, mask frequency content.
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Fig. 3.2. Amplitude spectrum (left), 1:1 DR square contact, aerial image (right).

In the case of an elliptical contact the mask function would be represented by a twodimensional rect function containing both x and y dimensionality with side length (a,b).
This two dimensional feature can then be decomposed into its one dimensional components
and analyzed similarly to the circular contact case. Two distinct possibilities arise for the
formation of an elliptical aerial image: 1) both pitch in the x and y directions are the same
2) pitch in x and y are unequal. In the first case the diffracted orders fall in the same
location in the pupil on their respective axis. Inherent in the definition of the rectangular
geometry, one side will have greater length than the other; altering the DR in one direction.
This will attenuate the amplitude spectrum in that direction resulting in an asymmetrically
elliptical aerial image. The second mode employs unique pitch values in x and y,
asymmetrically placing diffracted orders in the pupil and realizing an enhanced elliptical
image. The amplitude spectrum and corresponding aerial image from these simulated cases
are disclosed in Figure 3.3.
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Fig. 3.3. Modes of elliptical via generation: px=py=1µm a=500nm b=750nm (left),
px=1µm py=1.5 µm a=500nm b=750nm (right). Executed in PROLITH: σ=0, NA=0.4, λ=365nm.

When printing contact features at dimensions less than 0.6λ/NA the aerial image
takes on the shape of the point spread function (PSF) [48]. The point spread function is a
systems impulse response representing the distribution of a point aerial image [47].
Attempting to resolve a contact feature at mask level beyond the aforementioned limit will
result in PSF dictated performance. Reducing mask dimensions will only result in an
effective shift in dose; attenuating peak image intensity [48].
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3.2 State of Contact Level Lithography
______________________________________________________
Optical Patterning of Contact Features
Single exposure 193nm immersion (193i) lithography systems have a half-pitch
resolution limit on the order of 40nm. To enable the continuation of device scaling multiple
exposure processes and EUV lithography systems are viewed as technological solutions to
advance patterning beyond the 22nm node. Multiple patterning and spacer image transfer
schemes induce significant cost and complexity while diminishing design tolerance.
Despite these shortcomings multiple patterning methodologies can be adapted using
current steppers. EUV lithography insertion has been hindered by several key challenges
such as specific defect modes, limited throughput and mask fabrication/integration issues.
In the proceeding paragraphs these state of the art techniques will be evaluated in their
capacity to fabricate contact features.
The limits of single exposure 193i lithography are exposed in Figure 3.4. Varying
densities of critical DRAM circuit design elements are patterned using 193i, 193i double
patterning and EUVL technologies. As the resolution limit is approached for the single
exposure process (~38nm line, ~44nm hole) CD uniformity becomes erratic and image
fidelity is compromised [49].

At increasing array density (D3x/D2x) 193i double

patterning is implemented at the cost of process margin to keep pace with single exposure
EUVL [50].
That is not to say EUVL does not have shortcomings with regard to the patterning
of contact hole features. The low incidence angle that source-mask interaction occurs at
can create an orientation dependent topographical effect (known as shadowing). Mask
shadowing can induce artifacts and bias the shape of contact features [51]. Significant
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contrast differences between the patterning of line/space and via structures also exist. This
difference is exacerbated when patterning isolated features. Over a 40% loss in contrast
has been observed in the imaging of 1:1 and 1:5 25nm contact arrays. Furthermore, pitch
dependent CD behavior has been demonstrated in the patterning of high resolution
(<25nm) contact holes [52]. As EUVL matures it is expected that material and process
advancements will aid in mitigate these negative effects.
Materials and Etch Process Development
The challenges inherent in the two dimensional image associated with patterning
of contact features as described in the preceding sections of this report mandate adamancy
with regard to full lithographic process optimization. Stringent material selection and back
end of line (BEOL) integration must be coupled with computational lithography (CL)
practices to achieve high resolution contact hole structures with significant process
margins.
Lithography stack selection has been shown to significantly influence the resolving
capacity of a patterning system [53]. ArF resist formulation (primarily comprised of a
casting solvent, photo acid generator, quencher and protected polymer) not only influences
process window, however, can dictate shape response during exposure and ultimate
integrity of the resolved image. The quencher strength and polymer type can significantly
impact AR of the forming contact hole [54]. Additionally, process conditions such as bake
temperatures, integration of antireflective coatings (ARC) and film thicknesses further alter
latitude and resolution [53,54]. There exists no universally applicable set of parameters;
system specific optimization tailored to design requirements is necessary.
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Fig. 3.4. Comparison of 193nm immersion and EUVL lithographic processes [49].

Advanced etch schemes have been adapted for the 22nm node via level lithography
in 193nm immersion systems. Tri-layer exposure stacks consisting of photoresist, ARC
and organic planarization layer (OPL) have been employed to shrink post lithography CD
through etch transfer processes. Additional track operations such as Tokyo Electron (TEL)
America’s proprietary resist slimming process may be applied post develop to further
reduce contact dimensions by up to 20nm on both axes with limited penalty to three sigma
pattern uniformity [55]. This reduction significantly alleviates burdens on the lithographic
process, allowing features to be positively biased while still attaining design dimensions.
Post lithography CD reductions have enabled doubling of exposure latitude across DOF in
state of the art 193nm immersion systems [56].
RIE processes employing CF4 and/or CxHyFz mixtures with carefully controlled
compositions may be utilized to execute a tapered etch process through the exposure stack
and into the underlying layers to form interconnects. It is imperative that the AR content
of the original template is preserved during pattern transfer. Petrillo et al has demonstrated
the capability of etch process to perform a CD shrink by reducing a 50nmx100nm (2:1 AR)
post lithography contact feature to ultimate bottom dimensions of 17x34nm [56].
20

Resolution may be further enhanced in multiple patterning 193i processes when coupled
with chemical slimming and RIE technologies; potentially extending optical lithography
beyond the 22nm node at cost of design tolerance [55].
Computational Lithography
Computational lithography techniques such as optical proximity correction (OPC),
source mask optimization (SMO) and pupil filtering can significantly enhance the imaging
capability of a patterning system.

These methodologies afford another avenue for

maximizing lithographic performance at the resolution limits.
In low k1 lithography imaging, a significant amount of data is contained in the high
order diffracted information which is lost per the nature of the resolving systems; as
described in the introduction. Consequently distorted images of the mask pattern are
realized in the object plane. Primarily four types of distortions exist: proximity effects,
nonlinearities, shortening and corner rounding. OPC addresses these artifacts through rule
and design based algorithms that modify a design layout to compensate for these
deformations. Most countermeasures involve the biasing of mask patterns or augmenting
of their contour such that an image is desirably reproduced in the object plane. Other OPC
methods generate additional features to supplement image integrity [57].
Sub resolution assist features (SRAF) are an OPC technique that enhances the
quality of the image formed by positioning non-resolving objects around a target feature to
modulate local image intensity. These are particularly useful for isolated features where
the SRAFs aid in simulating a dense environment. SRAFs may be employed to enhance
contrast, DOF, common process window and contact feature AR. It has been shown SRAF
generation and optimization are challenging, however, nearly a 5x improvement of DOF
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can be realized when implemented [58].

Random and irregular contact placement

critically challenge rule based OPC scripts. Inverse lithography techniques have proven to
be more competent in optimizing these types of layouts; producing a process window 60%
larger than rule based scripts [59,60].
Applying OPC in layouts containing varying aspect ratio vias proves even more
difficult.

Assist feature placement may negatively influence the process and can

unintentionally augment ellipticity. Furthermore, two dimensional MEEF with either
symmetrical or asymmetrical distortions can hinder OPC’s ability to resize features. Large
symmetric MEEF can make corrections highly sensitive, while asymmetric distortions may
require substantial modifications to realize alterations at wafer level. Careful consideration
and model optimization are required in maximizing process latitude for these complex
design layouts [61].
Illumination systems may also be manipulated to achieve resolution and latitude
enhancement. Off axis illuminator schemes such as annular, quadrupole and dipole have
been employed since the 1990s to realize these advantages. To make the lithography
processes most effective, an optimization between design and illumination source is
required. Approaches to source configuration optimization include parameterized, archels,
binary contours and gray-level pixel source adjustments [62]. Illumination optimization is
not limited to source shape; other illuminator parameters such as polarization may also be
considered [63, 64].
Parameterized optimization is advantageous in that it is efficient. Source
geometries are comprised of only primary shapes (rectangles, circles etc.), limiting
computational burden. As consequence source solutions are inherently generic. In archel
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optimization, diffraction pattern analyses may be executed by isolating important mask
spectrum components. Circles are then drawn around these areas in a pupil diagram,
dividing the source into arch-bounded areas at their intersection. The segmentation of the
pupil tailors to design, however, non-uniform light distribution within the archel can hinder
performance [62].
Compact pixel optimizations afford further source refinement. Here contours are
generated based upon mask input and are assigned a binary brightness value. This
generates a more specific illuminator, however, convergence issues may occur with
adjacent contours since there are no gray values. Grayscale pixel arrays with assignable
intensity values present the most customized solution. High resolution sources on the order
of tens of thousands of pixels, each with assignable intensities can conform to diverse
layout designs [62]. These type of illuminators provide the largest latitude increase at
nearly 20% greater than conventional sources [65], however, are computational expensive
[66,67].
An illumination source’s output may be further modified using pupil filters that
control the light intensity distribution near the focus of a projection lithography system.
Pupil filters act by modifying incident light amplitude and/or phase information effectively
augmented the PSF [68]. It therefore can be beneficial to extend SMO into the lens pupil
domain [69].

When properly engineered, pupil filters have been shown to correct

aberration error [69,70] and improve process latitude, cross-pitch feature uniformity
[70,71] and minimum realized feature size [71].
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3.3 Contact Level Lithography Literature Summary
______________________________________________________
Current 193i projection lithography systems face increasing challenge and
expense as their single exposure resolution limit is approached. At contact feature sizes
of approximately 38nm CD uniformity and image fidelity are significantly compromised,
requiring multiple patterning processes to match the density of single exposure EUVL.
Despite this resolution advantage, EUV systems face a unique set of challenges due to the
relatively low incidence angle at which source-mask interaction occurs, creating image
artifacts that can bias the shape of the feature realized. Contrast differences (on the order
of 40%) in the imaging of isolated via features further inhibit process tolerance.
Materials development has alleviated some of this burden. Lithography stack
selection has proven to improve the resolving capacity of such systems while enabling
augmentation of AR in the forming feature. Additionally, advancement in etch
techniques have reduced the strain induced on lithography steppers by effectively
reducing ultimate feature size through multi stage pattern transfer. Tuning etch chemistry
can also provide anisotropy, realizing ellipticity in the contact.
Computational lithography practices may also be employed to supplement poor
image quality at the resolution limits of imaging systems. Image distortion and poor
modulation may be alleviated through integration of design based algorithms that modify
a design layout to compensate for these deformations. Illumination systems may also be
manipulated to achieve resolution and latitude enhancement through SMO. Despite these
countermeasures further development is required for insertion of EUVL technology,
mandating the need for an interim patterning solution capable of extending imaging.
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Chapter 4. Vortex Lithography
______________________________________________________
4.1 Overview of Vortex Lithography
A vortex can be defined by mass elements whose angular velocity enables a
circularly spiraling propagation about a central axis [72]. Vortices are natural phenomena
that can be observed throughout the universe. They play critical roles in physical processes
such as the microscopic structure of superfluid helium-4 [73], global weather patterns [74]
and the formation of celestial objects [75]. Optical vortices were first identified in
cylindrically symmetric systems such as the TEM*01 operation mode of a laser cavity
whose characteristic dark core achieved an appropriate nickname of ‘doughnut’ [76]. The
integration of vortices in the optics regime has triggered research regarding implementation
in optical switching [77], data storage [78] and object manipulation application [79].
Optical vortices are relevant to the semiconductor industry in that they may be
embedded into the laser sources used in projection lithography steppers via phase masks.
As detailed in the introduction, contact features patterned in a positive tone resist system
beyond .6λ/NA conform to the PSF; dictated by the wavelength of light employed. In
optical vortices helical wavefront propagation is observed rather than plane or spherical
type formations. As a single cycle of an optical vortex is traversed from 0 to 2π, a phase
singularity is observed at its core with zero intensity [80]. Consequently an optical vortex
lithography system coupled with a high resolution negative tone resist has a dimensional
capacity limited only by the amount of stray light scattered within these dark areas.
Optical vortices are essentially defined as phase objects whose electric field is
governed by the relationship described in equation 3.4. Where z is the central axis through
which the vortex is formed, L is the topological charge, E0(r,z) is the radially symmetric
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field amplitude and k is the wave number. The vortex topology is governed by the phase
factor exp(Lθi) [81]. Traversing the vortex core (r=0,z) a phase singularity is observed
resulting in an indeterminate phase. Adhering to physical-optical wavefront laws, the
intensity along the path of the vortex core must equal zero (since optical waves with
amplitude require well-defined phases); rendering a zero intensity core through destructive
interference [82]. A first order vortex (L=1) is presented in the right hand side of Figure
3.5. Higher order systems result in a more rapid phase increase about the core [83].
A tiered phase shift mask similar to the one depicted in Figure 4.1 is required to
embed helical phase information into a laser source. As the number of phase steps
increases the more perfect the vortex pattern is realized and stringent control of amplitude
distortion is achieved for a given phase step. Therefore an optimization between vortex
control and fabrication complexity is necessary [82]. Levinson et al. reported that four
phase steps are sufficient for microlithography exposure systems. The intersecting corners
of these phase regions correspond to vortex centers [84]. Both chrome and chromeless
mask designs may be realized, however, the chromeless design affords an effective
elimination of MEEF [85].
E(r,θ,z) = E0(r,z)𝑒 𝑖(𝐿𝜃−𝑘𝑧)

(3.4)

Fig. 4.1. Optical vortex mask (left) single cycle vortex (right) [82].
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Vortex masks present several key challenges in their fabrication. Mask thickness
required to achieve desired phase (from optical surface) is dictated by the relation in
equation 3.5; where n represents the refractive indices of the media influencing
propagation. The requirement of multiple etch depths makes the fabrication of optical
vortex masks much more susceptible to fabrication errors. The most significant being the
deviation of verticality in sidewalls of the phase steps. A non-ideal sidewall angle can
induce light scatter, negatively influencing the fidelity of the core image. The most
challenging transition occurs between the 0 and 270 degree phase reliefs where height
differential is at its maximum. Etch depth accuracy to achieve desired phase shift is a
concern as well, however, does not hold as grave a consequence. Misalignment of phase
steps is tolerable so long as the magnitude of the misalignment is not comparable to the
desired size of the vortex core at wafer level [86].
Four step vortex cells may be integrated into an array where the phase edges of the
vortices extend between cores. Such arrays may require double exposures to remove
unwanted features and accommodate specialized circuit design [87]. Inherent in the nature
of stitching these arrays, the topological charge will vary in sign between adjacent vortices
i.e. a given array will increase in phase clockwise while its adjacent counterpart will
decrease in the same direction. This will have no effect on the resolved image as the
amplitudes of the electric field are the same, however, this induces an effective doubling
in spatial period. As result the minimum pitch is limited to a density of 0.5λ/NA, the same
as linear alternating phase shift masks [84].
𝐿𝜃𝜆

t(θ) = 2π(𝑛𝑖−𝑛𝑚; 0≤θ<2π

(3.5)
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It is critical to consider how coherence will impact vortex imaging. Three distinct
scenarios can occur with partially coherent imaging (visualized in Figure 4.2) in the system
employed by Levinson: kpitch>1.5/(1-σ), kpitch≈1.5 and 0.5/(1-σ)<kpitch< 1.5/(1-σ); where σ
is the degree of coherence and kpitch is a process dependent parameter [82].

For

kpitch>1.5/(1-σ) the vortex cores are separated by greater distance than the coherence length
and effectively function as if isolated. Four diffracted order pairs are collected along both
axes. Only a portion of fourth pair are collected limiting full destructive interference of
the system. The forbidden pitch occurs at kpitch≈1.5, vortex spacing is close to that of the
coherence of light and second order diffracted components are only partially collected,
significantly increasing minimum system intensity. At 0.5/(1-σ)<kpitch< 1.5/(1-σ) full first
order information is transmitted, maximizing image contrast. Beyond kpitch<0.5/(1-σ) the
image fidelity is significantly compromised as contrast plummets and background intensity
increases [86].

Fig. 4.2. Pupil plane response to various vortex pitches in a partially coherent imaging system [82].
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Fig. 4.3. Vortex via morphology and tabulated experimental data [82].

Levinson et al fabricated a four-phase vortex mask and tested its capability in a
248nm KrF negative tone photolithography system across a variety of coherences to
demonstrate pattern density effects. The results are presented on the right hand side of
Figure 4.3. Tight pitch, high resolution contact holes were best served by large NA and
low σ. As the proximity of the vortices increased, pitch dominated CD. Reducing the NA
enabled an increase in process window for 250nm pitch arrays at the cost of ultimate
permissible pitch/resolution.

Decreasing partial coherence further benefited isolated

feature systems (p>600nm), realizing highly circular contact patterns at a wide variety of
process conditions. In this regime, CD and DOF are impacted by degree of coherence and
dose [82].
At the resolution limit of the system, via behavior is consistent through focus and
prints low aspect ratio features. There were however artifacts present, a slightly elliptical
distortion and alternating hole pitch were observed in the 270 ○ phase quadrant. When
resolving at a slightly more relaxed pitch, four distinct contact contours are evident as
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depicted in Figure 4.3; whose CD behavior is inconsistent through focus [84]. In both
cases the root cause of the deformation was found to be central to the 270○ phase block.
The resulting ellipticity in this region may be attributed to the large etch depth
required to induce a 270○ phase shift and consequent increased susceptibility to error. In
this cavity electromagnetic effects are most prominent and transmission is reduced over
25% as compared to the other quadrants [87]. Simulation demonstrated that by applying
as little as a 20nm mask bias in this region to compensate for these ill effects would restore
circularity [88].
The unique morphologies formed in Figure 4.3 that were observed in the relaxed
pitch system can be attributed to the distribution of the diffracted information within the
pupil. With NA (0.73) held constant between the 210nm and 250nm pitch systems, higher
order diffracted information is partially collected; resulting in asymmetries limiting the
capacity for fully destructive interface. These morphologies could potentially be corrected
in source selection. Source shape may be optimized such that they compliment fringe
contributions for a specific pattern. Alternatively, when permissible, NA may be defined
such that partially collected orders are eliminated [87].
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4.2 Optical Vortices Lithographic Application Summary
______________________________________________________
Historically IC (integrated circuit) device scaling has bridged the gap between
technology nodes.

Device size reduction is enabled by increased pattern density,

enhancing functionality and effectively reducing cost per chip. Exemplifying this trend are
aggressive reductions in memory cell sizes that have resulted in systems with diminishing
area between bit/word lines. This affords an even greater challenge in the patterning of
contact level features that are inherently difficult to resolve because of their relatively small
area and complex aerial image. To accommodate these trends, semiconductor device
design has shifted toward the implementation of elliptical contact features. It is therefore
critical to provide methods that enhance the resolving capacity of varying aspect ratio vias
for implementation in electronic design systems.
Vortex masks, characterized by their helically induced propagation of light via
four tiered phase quadrature and consequent dark core, afford great potential for the
patterning of such features when coupled with a high resolution negative tone resist
system. Levenson et al. extensively studied the numerical and empirical integration of
vortex masks in 248nm KrF lithography systems for the resolution of 1:1 contacts;
demonstrating the distinct resolution advantage of vortex imaging over traditional
lithography techniques. Ellipticity realized in the patterned features were viewed as an
artifact of the vortex process and attributed to the 270○ phase quadrant. Begging the
question as to whether this phenomena amy be exploited and controlled to augment the
AR in contact features in an extended 193i system.
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4.3 Objective and Methods
______________________________________________________
The ITRS roadmap mandates sub 24nm post etch contact CD for MPU/Logic, Flash
and DRAM devices by 2016 with sub 2nm 3σ CD control.

With next generation

lithography techniques not yet ready for insertion and the undesirable diminishing
tolerances/increasing complexity afforded by multiple patterning systems leaves the
semiconductor industry seeking an interim solution which enables the continuation of
device scaling. The objective of this study is to investigate patterning technologies that
enable the scaling of contact features while maintaining stringent control over AR. Levison
et al. has demonstrated the resolution advantages achieved in inducing helical wavefront
propagation in negative tone develop (NTD) lithography systems. This research seeks to
adapt Levinson’s work and extend the application of vortex masks to a 193nm immersion
lithography system while investigating methods to modulate AR of the forming features.
KLA Tencor PROLITHTM [89] lithography simulation tools have be employed
for the study of vortex masks. Source augmentation and optical vortex mask design
methods are used as parameters to explore means to influence AR in the resolving of
contact features. A manual iterative illuminator optimization (source configuration,
degree of coherence, polarization parameters etc.) is conducted to maximize process
latitude and the resolving capacity of these systems. With baseline processes established
for the described method, the aerial image of the system is qualified in their ability to
print high resolution elliptical contact features. Characterization metrics include CD, AR
range, process latitude and cross pitch performance.
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4.4 193i Vortex Simulation
______________________________________________________
Prior to exploring means to manipulate aspect ratio using a vortex mask, it is
critical to demonstrate the advantages of employing this technology as compared to
traditional contact fabrication methods. PROLITHTM [89] vector simulation was chosen
to provide the most accurate model possible. The scalar approximation assumes that the
electric fields of the propagating diffracted information are always parallel. This can
prove accurate under many conditions, however, at large angles it is necessary to
consider the vector nature of the electric field. Using the vector model the aerial image
of a 6% attenuated phase shift mask (the favored mask type for patterning critical contact
layers) and a vortex mask were compared to afford a baseline through which the
advantages of vortex lithography could be exploited. A 193i system was considered
(NA=1.35) with aerial image thresholds of 70/30% (positive/negative tone). The
resultant CDs of the respective systems were qualified using process window analysis
(10% nominal CD). Three dimensional mask effects were not considered (Kirchhoff
mode) in these simulations.
Iterative analysis was used to determine the tightest pitch and smallest CD
permissible in a dense contact array for both systems. This was quantitatively determined
by selecting a minimum normalized image log slope (NILS) requirement of 1.1. A
positive tone system was considered for contacts fabricated with the 6% attenuated phase
shift mask (APM). Source mask optimization was employed to determine the ideal
illuminator for said system. Using a quadrupole source (σc=0.5, σr=0.15) it was found
that 150nm pitch, 55nm CD vias were resolvable with 117nm DOF at 10% EL. These
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results are in-line with the single exposure limits of 193i lithography as presented in the
literature [90].
A partially coherent illuminator (σ=0.15) was used as the vortex source.
Although not initially intuitive, no advantage is yielded in implementing off-axis
illumination with vortex masks for the decreased modulation penalty incurred. This
becomes more apparent when the fundamentals of partial coherent imaging are reviewed.
Each point in the incoherent source acts as a point source of coherent illumination that
produces plane waves striking the mask at a unique angle. These individual points of the
extended source do not coherently interact and instead the contribution of sources are
incoherently summed. In essence the full aerial image is calculated by considering the
captured diffracted information from each coherent point source and then integrating the
intensity over the source.
The key here lies in the fact that operation occurs in a diffraction limited system
and at the very least two diffracted orders are required to form an image. Embedding
four phase quadrature in the mask results in a phase distribution in the incoherent spread.
By nature of the vortex system there is no DC (0th order) term, consequently this requires
at minimum the collection of +1 and -1 diffracted orders to resolve. In the case of an
extended source this means that just greater than 1/2 of the diffracted spread needs
capturing, which turns out to be the exact same condition as if illuminated with a
coherent source. A point source would provide the greatest image fidelity in a vortex
system, however, based upon real-world tool source configurations a value of σ=0.15
was used in simulation.
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Stitching vortex masks to form a dense array, a minimum pitch of 110nm with a
CD of 39nm was patternable with 110nm DOF at 10% EL. This provides a significant
boost in resolution (>15nm) and density (40nm) as compared to the results of the single
exposure 6% APM with limited penalty incurred in process latitude (7nm loss DOF). It
should be noted that a relatively tame aerial image threshold of 30% was chosen. With
material optimization post develop CDs on the order of 30nm should be achievable with
single exposure vortex masks.
That being said, it is important to consider the pitch limitations of vortex
lithography. Process latitude is very sensitive to higher ordered beam imaging as is
reported in Figure 4.4. In the 250P case the collection of the additional diffracted
information compromises the integrity of the aerial image (NILS=0.99). Removing the
higher ordered artifacts yields a more desirable image (NILS=2.34). Process window is
reduced from 280nm DOF (10% EL) in the case of 185P to 57nm (10% EL) in the 250P
array. This observed behavior limits the application of 193i vortices to pitches in the two
beam imaging regime. The illumination wavelength in such cases could be scaled to push
the higher ordered diffracted information out of the pupil at the cost of resolution.
The resolution advantage of optical vortices has been demonstrated. It is now
important to explore means to augment feature aspect ratio to accommodate modern and
next generation design schemes. Ellipticity may be induced in the resolving vortices by
source tuning.

Both a dipole source and a customized elliptical illuminator were

investigated. Although different in configuration, the methodology for employing these
directional illuminators was the same. Inherent in their nature, these sources enhance the
aerial image in one domain while diminishing it in the other.
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Coupling this with

polarization effectively reduces the minor axis via CD while extending the major axis
dimension.
In the case of a dipole source, center sigma can be tuned to vary aspect ratio. The
larger the separation between the poles the greater the unidirectional influence imparted by
the illuminator and consequently greater ellipticity induced. 120P, 140P, 160P and 200P
systems were simulated for a dipole source of 0.01≤σc≤0.41 (σr=0.15). Aspect ratios
ranging from 1:1 to 1:2.03 were achievable, however, fundamentally limited by pitch
employed. A sample diffracted spectrum for σc=0.2 of the 120P system is shown in the
left hand side of Figure 4.5. It can be seen that the tighter pitch pushes the diffracted
information towards the edge of the pupil, therefore the smaller the pitch employed the
more limited the resolution of control in aspect ratio is achieved as there is less room for
variation in center sigma.

Fig. 4.4. Pitch limitations of vortex lithography: 250P (top) and 185P (bottom).
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Upon closer inspection of the ranges achieveable, it was found that not only does
the resolution of control in aspect ratio variation change with pitch, but also the ellipticity.
For the more challenging pitches the full spectrum of ellipticity is achieved, this is
attributed to the increased rate at which the aerial image degrades in the non-enchaned
domain. The ‘sweet spot’ occurs at 160P where center sigma can be tuned to values up to
0.41, yielding fine control of aspect ratio to 1:1.97. As the pitch becomes more relaxed
and center sigma increases, higher ordered diffracted information encroaches within the
pupil utlimately limiting aspect ratio range.
An undesirable artifact of using source modifiers to augment ellipticty is shown in
the right hand side of Figure 4.6. It would be ideal to fix the minor via axis dimension
while varying the major axis CD to yield a desired aspect ratio.

Employing a

unidirectionally enhanced source deviates from this scenario and creates a two-variable CD
system with negative process window implications as depicted in Figure 4.6. As previously
described, in the case of dipole augmentation ellipticity is establsihed by enahncing and
diminishing the aerial image in opposing domains. This translates to poor process windows
at greater aspect ratios.
Using a similar methodolgy an elliptical illuminator may be implemented to
manipulate ellipticity. Elliptical source creation proves more difficult as radiometric
correction and geometric skewing require consideration. Nonetheless a 2:1 elliptical
source as depicted in Figure 4.7 was sucessfully employed to modulate aspect ratio. The
same trade-offs inherent in the dipole illuminator still exist here as process window
significantly diminishes as aspect ratio increases. Althought source modulation effecitvely
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augments ellipticity for vortex fabricated contacts, the two dimensional variability in CD
and process window loss is a hard pill to swallow.

Fig. 4.5. Dipole illuminator (σr=0.15): diffracted spectra 120P system σc=0.2 (left), CD behavior of 200P
system (right).

Fig. 4.6. Aerial image intensity and process window at 10% EL for 160P dipole illuminated
system of varying aspect ratio.
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Utilizing an asymetric mask has the potential to alleviate the burdens of source
induced aspect ratio manipulation. That is to say by fabricating a rectangular vortex mask
(rather than square) elliptical contacts may be realized. Using a partially coherent source
(σ=0.15) a negative one dimensional mask bias was applied to the vortex mask. As
reported in Figure 4.8, stringent control of aspect ratio is achievable up to 1:1.66. As
indicated by the linear trend of the plot, the major axis of the via is held constant as the x
CD is trimmed; addressing the shortcommings of the source augmentation method. A
significant increase in process window is also observed as the major axis aerial image is
no longer being attenuated by a unidirectional source. Unfortuneately there is a limit to
the highest achievable aspect ratio when employing a rectangular mask. Even with -90nm
mask bias only a 1:1.66 aspect ratio was yielded. Increasing mask bias further beyond this
point begins pushing the 1st order diffracted information out of the pupil, compromising
image modulation.
Noting the advantagous aspect ratio range achievable with the source augmentation
method and the desirable process window increase realized through implementation of
mask assymetry, a hybrid integration of both methods proves promissing. A 2:1 elliptical
source was employed in conjunction with a mask bias of up to -50nm. The results have
been posted in the right hand side of Figure 4.8. Aspect ratios of up to 1:1.81 were achieved
with a significant increase in process window. Depsite these marked improvements, it is
important to recognize that there will still be a two dimensional CD variation induced by
the source that requires consideration by the designer.
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Fig. 4.7. 2:1 elliptical source (left) and tabulated results for varying pitch (right).

Fig. 4.8. Assymetrical mask dimensions: aspect ratio trend for partially coherent source (left), partially
coherent source process window (middle) and 2:1 elliptical source process window (right).
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4.5 Conclusion
______________________________________________________
The ITRS roadmap of lithography requirements mandates that contact size post
etch be sub 24nm for MPU/Logic, Flash and DRAM devices by 2016. This is no easy task
as contacts have the smallest element area of any other IC design element, have critical
dimensions in two domains and are highly susceptible to MEEF, defectivity, nonuniformity & edge roughness. With EUVL not mature enough for insertion, an interim
patterning solution is required for the continuation of scaling.
Vortex masks afford the potential to pattern contacts at single exposure CDs much
lower than achievable with current 193i APMs. Furthermore, it has been demonstrated
that it is possible to augment the aspect ratio of vortex fabricated contact features by
manipulating source shape and mask dimensions; a critical characteristic in
accommodating modern and next generation device design. Despite these advantages it
should be noted that the challenges associated with vortex mask fabrication, 3D mask
effects and necessity of a cut mask may inhibit their adoption.
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Chapter 5. Directed Self Assembly
______________________________________________________
5.1 Introduction to Assembly Mechanics
State of the art multiple patterning immersion lithography systems have enabled the
fabrication and mass manufacturing of 22nm node technology at the cost of significant
process complexity. Progression beyond this node with present patterning systems induces
even more challenges as design tolerance significantly diminish. With extreme ultraviolet
lithography requiring significant development prior to deployment, the semiconductor
industry has begun seeking solutions that will enable the continuation of chip scaling that
are largely independent of wavelength. Directed self assembly is one such technology that
has garnered attention in its ability to extend the capabilities of conventional lithography
systems, bringing it from mere lab-scale experiments to the forefront of semiconductor
patterning research. DSA’s candidacy as a patterning solution lies within the nature of the
technology itself. DSA’s resolution is not limited by diffraction, but the natural periodicity
of the polymer system; making it an exemplary complimentary technology for current
optical systems and future extreme ultraviolet solutions.
Directed self assembly relies on block copolymer (BCP) systems that under specific
conditions can rearrange themselves into a favorable ordered morphology for a given
equilibrium minimum-energy state. When properly engineered, an aligned DSA system
can produce high symmetry nano-structures at sub-lithographic resolutions.

In the

proceeding paragraphs a brief introduction to DSA mechanics will be explored.
In random copolymer systems monomers are distributed arbitrarily within the
polymer chain, yielding a non-ordered structure. BCPs afford segregation of the monomers
into unique domains, enabling the systematic integration of two distinct materials in one
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chain. This order lends the BCP system unique properties which may be exploited in a
variety of applications, including the formation of nano-scale structures. Linear A-B
diblock covalently bonded copolymers provide a binary scheme (‘A’ vs ‘B’), affording
etch selection in the ordered system and consequently facilitate pattern transfer via
sacrificial template once a block has been successfully removed; prompting a wide
investigation of these polymers for integration in the semiconductor industry.
Equipped with a BCP structure for DSA, it is necessary to induce microphase
separation within the linear diblock copolymer. When annealed, thermodynamically
driven assembly initiates. Order is established in the melt parallel to the assembling
polymer and assembly driving force (mass density wave) occurs perpendicular. As
polymer assembly matures, defect motion (disclination/dislocation) and annihilation drive
the kinetics of microphase development until the polymers have assembled into an
equilibrium phase geometry [91]. The thermal energy imparted to the system enables
diffusion to occur on an experimental time scale conducive to maintaining throughput
necessary for a manufacturing environment.

Fig. 5.1. Diblock copolymer phase diagram: (a) cubic, (b) cylindrical, (c) lamellar, (d) inverse-cylindrical,
(e) inverse-cubic [93].
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The inherent immiscibility of the BCP establishes several distinct possibilities for
phase formation. As modeled by Leibler, the phase separation is dependent upon material
system employed (volume fraction of block A to block B, Flory-Huggins interaction
parameter and degree of polymerization) [92]. The five most prominent are depicted in
Figure 5.1; dimensions are limited only by molecular size and kinetic rate. Cylindrical and
lamellar formations most readily translate into current integrated circuit (IC) design
schemes based upon traditional photoresist lithographic systems.
Although temperature facilitates microphase separation in the BCP, it is critical to
consider how the separated system will align. As alluded, DSA is a thermodynamic
equilibration process. The degree of perfection realized is a function of thermodynamic
process parameters and the boundary conditions during assembly, that is to say the surface
and interfacial energies largely dictate the pattern yielded in addition to the anneal
temperature and time [94]. Consequently each component of the BCP’s surface affinity to
the underlying layer will significantly influence assembly. In an untreated system it is
likely that one of the polymers in the diblock will be preferentially attracted to the
underlying layer and uniformly coat (or ‘wet’) the surface resulting in undesirable
orientation; it is therefore necessary to monitor this relationship. Preferentiality may be
prevented through the implementation of a neutral layer, mitigating the potential for one
block to have a greater attraction toward the underlying layer. The importance of
orientation consideration is described in Figure 5.2.
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Fig. 5.2. Orientation of cylindrical and lamellar self assembly systems: (a) parallel cylindrical, (b)
perpendicular cylindrical, (c) parallel lamellar (left) perpendicular lamellar (right) [93].

The fundamental mechanisms involved in a self assembling system have been
described.

It is now important to understand how these principles can translate to

meaningful semiconductor IC processing. A typical industry application might include the
use of cylindrical BCP assembly for the formation of two dimensional interconnects. It
will therefore be necessary to take a chaotic system such as the parallel cylindrical case
depicted in Figure 5.2b and establish order to generate desired contact hole features. The
key in achieving desired alignment relies in exercising control of the boundary conditions
of the assembling system such that the preferred morphology is more energetically
favorable to achieve.
This is largely accomplished through manipulation of the assembly interface.
Graphoepitaxy DSA employs a topographical guide pattern (GP) to confine assembling
polymers, effectively establishing order. Each BCP has a natural period (L0) at which self
assembly becomes thermodynamically favorable, dictated by the properties of the
composing monomers. This critical length will determine permissible GP spacing.
The surface properties of the guide pattern can significantly impact domain
formation. Russel et al. had shown that domain orientation occurs at the system interfaces
and propagates from these locations through the film [95]. As empirically and numerically
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demonstrated by Liu et al., the most desirable orientations are achieved when interfacial
energy is minimized [96].

It is therefore favorable to engineer system parameters

(boundary conditions) to accommodate this scenario. This may be realized by tuning
material compositions as prescribed in Figure 5.3 for a PS-b-PMMA film system.
Boundary considerations may extend beyond orientational order and phase
development. When a template has low hydrophilicity the walls are wet by the PS block
and the majority of PMMA forms within the contact core. Rendering the interface
hydrophilic will result in the formation of a thin PMMA wetting layer on the template.
This reduces the total volume of PMMA available at the core, resulting in greater ultimate
resolution.
The process flow for the formation of contact features using a cylindrical forming
BCP system is divulged in Figure 5.4. In such configuration a topographical hole-type
guide pattern is imaged in photoresist using a conventional projection lithography stepper.
Upon completion of the pre-pattern imaging, the BCP film is applied to the substrate and
an anneal ensues to initiate assembly. Post assembly singular domain removal is required,
the mechanisms of which are reported in the proceeding section.
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Fig. 5.3. Calculated values of interfacial energy for varying styrene content in P(S-r-MMA) brush
between: PS/PMMA homopolyers (left) and cylinder or lamellae forming PS-b-PMMA (right). Ultimate
morphologies realized for given brush content (bottom) [96].

Fig. 5.4. Contact shrink process using graphoepitaxy DSA [97].
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5.2 State of Directed Self Assembly Research
______________________________________________________
DSA affords a relatively simple, high throughput and cost effective means to
fabricate high resolution nanostructures in the sub 10nm regime. Furthermore, the contact
edge roughness (CER) of these assembled features is a thermodynamic property of the
system and has the potential to be less than 1nm, meeting the ITRS specifications for 22nm
node and beyond [98]. Under ideal circumstances CDs in a self assembling polymer
system are governed by the natural period of the polymer. Consequently, an improvement
in CD uniformity is achieved as compared to traditional lithographic processes which are
subject to proximity effects. While the advantages of a self assembling patterning process
are clear, it is important to attain an understanding of the current state of DSA research and
how process parameters influence assembly within the confines of a technologically
relevant design space. PS-b-PMMA cylindrical processes such as the one detailed in
Section 5.1 have been implemented in 300mm fabrication systems to examine how process
factors such as resist, thermal parameters, polymer thickness and domain removal affect
contact formation.

In this section the challenges associated with each stage of the

graphoepitaxy process presented in literature are reviewed.
Guide Pattern
Control over the assembling system may be excised through GP manipulation.
When properly engineered, the assembling system may be confined such that desirable
morphologies are most energetically favorable to form. The frequency of which is
achieved through GP dimensioning to realize a designed number of via features based upon
polymer size. The shape, area, and surface properties of a GP will dictate the ultimate pitch
and number of contacts formed. Therefore strain is induced on the lithography system to
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produce consistent contours as alterations can cause via relocation. Conventional via
contours as presented in Figure 5.5 enable contact doubling and tripling effects. Complex
structures as seen on the right hand side of Figure 5.5 may also be achieved, affording
designers advanced layout capabilities.
When generating guide patterns it is imperative to consider the design implications
associated with their placement. At denser pitches a thicker polymer coat is required to
accommodate under-filled contact holes, while at relaxed pitch, thinner films are desirable
to prevent overflow [98]. Such behavior is not specifically limited to the cylindrical DSA
process but the graphopeitaxy method in general. It is evident that a designed based process
parameter optimization is necessary to realize cross pitch DSA patterning as the polymer
volume in the pre-pattern will influence its energy state during assembly. In diverse layouts
this may prove challenging and the resultant process window may be significantly
compromised.

Fig. 5.5. GP design’s influence on polymer assembly [98].
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Seino et al. proceeded to assess processes limitations in the investigation of
assembly tolerance with regard to GP CD in a 53.9nm natural period DSA system with a
polymer thickness coated to 100nm in the 280nm pitch system studied. When the template
CD was too small (~23nm) over-filling was observed. For GPs dimensioned greater than
75nm under-filling was reported. Both scenarios resulted in degenerative assembly and
significant CD variation; empirically justifying the need for pitch consideration in diverse
system designs.
The healing capacity of a DSA process was also demonstrated by Sein et al. A
target GP of 70nm was patterned across a 300mm wafer using a 193nm ArF stepper. A
three sigma variation of 7.6nm from the average 72.1nm GP CD was observed. This
resulted in a 28.5nm PMMA core with only a 1.4nm three sigma value; mitigating the
variation induced through the lithography patterning. CER pre-pattern transfer was also
explored in this study. CER was successfully mitigated by the DSA process, alleviating
roughness nearly seven times that of the pre-pattern CER (from 3.5nm to 0.5nm) [99].
Thermal Process
The thermal requirement of an anneal process to initiate assembly, above the glass
transition temperature of the polymer system to ensure through film orientation
propagation [95] (180○C to 250○C for the polymers reviewed in literature), pose challenges
for many conventional lithography resists as reflow is typically observed at these
temperatures [97,98]. Guide pattern deformation can mitigate the advantageous CD
uniformity gain achieved in DSA processes. For this reason tri-layer graphoepitaxy
processes have been developed where resist patterns (layer #1) are used to transfer a guide
template into a more robust sublayer (layer #2) which is more apt to contend with the anneal
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temperatures that initiate microphase development [98,99]. Subsequently the BCP pattern
(post domain removal) may be realized in a hard mask (layer #3) which will act as the
ultimate template for bulk transfer.

Alternatively crosslinkable resists have been

demonstrated, that when hardened can withstand the thermal processing requirements [97].
Tiron et al. determined that an anneal temperatures spanning 170○C-250○C for 210m (L0=38nm, SiARC GP) were able to realize the desired ordered state [98].
Alternatively Rathsack et al. found a 220○C, 300s anneal (L0=30nm, x-link resist GP)
afforded the best balance between pattern quality and throughput [97], while Seino et al.
annealed (L0=54nm, SOC GP) at 240○C for 60s [99]. It is evident that the thermal
processing parameters are contingent upon material system employed (molecular weight,
tacticity, glass transition temperature etc.), throughput desired and system specific
optimization is required [100].
Domain Removal
Post assembly one of the polymer blocks has to be selectively removed such that
pattern transfer may be executed. In the case of PS-b-PMMA DSA systems the PMMA
via core is removed. There are several enabling methodologies to do so: wet etch, plasma
treatment or a combination of hardening UV exposures and wet etch. Dry etching in an O2
plasma is difficult because the selectivity of PS:PMMA is approximately 1:2. The resultant
loss in film thickness will make it difficult to employ PS as a mask during the pattern
transfer process [97,98]. Wet etch affords nearly ideal selectivity and is an effective
medium for PMMA removal. Wet treatment alone can prove challenging as the PMMA
chain’s covalent bond remains intact. With this method some volume of PMMA may
selectively redistribute from the contact hole to surface. A UV exposure may be coupled
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with an organic solvent removal process to alleviate this issue, where the exposure crosslinks the PS and de-polymerizes the PMMA chains via chain-scission [97-99].
Post domain removal, Tiron et al. demonstrated that dry etch may be successfully
implemented to transfer the contact hole feature into the underlying lithography stack.
Ar/O2 based dry etch may be used to break through the neutral layer (purposed to achieve
desirable orientation of assembling polymers) and remove any residual PMMA [101,102].
A highly selective CF4 based etch can be employed to transfer the contact pattern into the
underlying SiArc layer [98,100]. 16nm CDs were reported post SiArc transfer in a 38nm
natural period polymer system. A CD variation of below 2nm was realized across a pitch
range of 100nm to 350nm [98].
A HBr/CL2/O2 plasma may then be used to transfer the hard-mask pattern into bulk
silicon [101,102]. It has also been shown that in spin-on-carbon (SOC) systems, an O2 etch
may be employed to transfer the SiArc pattern. The results of these processes in a 36nm
natural period polymer system are visualized in Figure 5.6. Ultimate CDs within the bulk
of 11nm were reported. As etch processes mature CDs sub-10nm are permissible [101].
The most critical step of the etch process occurs in the removal of the PMMA domain. The
ultimate CD observed in bulk is most sensitive to the initial integrity of the PS template
[102].

Fig. 5.6. 36nm PS-b-PMMA BCP system pattern transfer into: (a)SiArc hard mask, (b)Si and (c)SOC [100].
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Despite the distinct resolution and rectifying advantages identified in DSA systems,
defectivity and metrology are significant hurdles hindering the adaption of this technology.
The thermal and kinetic mechanisms that dictate the integrity of a DSA process are vastly
different than the photochemical reactions in photolithography, consequently existing
lithographic metrology process may not be directly relevant as new defect modes are
introduced [103]. Phase separation defects such as dislocations and disclinations, artifacts
inherent in the nature of the self assembling process, require monitoring [104].
Furthermore, even in seemingly defect free assembly as observed through top down SEM,
complex three dimensional through film morphologies may exist [105,106]. DSA process
induced defects such as foreign particles and polymeric under/overfilling can also
significantly hinder assembly as the polymer negatively responds to the stress field
associated with these defects [107,108].
Bencher et al. have focused their efforts on establishing a baseline for DSA
metrology [104,109]. In their work a CD-SEM defect inspection tool was used to qualify
DSA process integrity. A 2µm field of view was used to inspect the 12nm CD, 25nm pitch
line/space patterns. A 120mm2 search region was employed on a 300mm process of record
wafer. A total of 3,651 defects were identified. A randomly sampled subset of 91 of these
defects was further characterized through manual classification via SEM. It was found that
the largest defect densities are particle based; which is to be expected in a pilot
manufacturing process. Only four DSA specific epitaxial defects were observed, which is
not to say that a larger ratio is not present as only a subset of the total defects were
characterized [104]. Although rudimentary in nature, the simple study provided validation
in the ability of a metrology tool to successfully identify DSA specific dislocation defects.
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Cylindrical specific DSA systems have also been investigated for their defectivity
in the formation of contact hole features. Programmed defect reticles can be used to
optimize metrology process recipes, enabling the study of specific defect types of interest
at known locations; effectively reducing the time needed to sort through random defect
distributions. This enables a quantification of recipe sensitivity and ability to characterize
metrology reliability over several passes.

Using this methodology Harukawa et al.

identified two defect mode categories: DSA material defects occurring despite a normally
printed graphoepitaxy GP and failure of GP fidelity that translates to disrupted DSA
formation. Three regimes exist with regard to GP sizing: significantly undersized GPs
where self assembly is absent, nominal GP dimensions where desirable formation occurs
(at integer multiples of natural BCP period) and oversized GPs where undesirable
frequency multiplication of contact hole features is observed. The cylindrical PS-b-PMMA
system employed had a +/- 10nm variation tolerance in CD of the resist pre-pattern. At the
limit of these boundaries distortion was recorded in assembly. The metrology recipe was
executed 10 times, some defects only carried a 40% capture rate demonstrating the
necessity for further recipe tuning and presenting the difficulty in consistently sensing DSA
defects [107].
Defect classification enhancement systems have also begun being explored,
mitigating the necessity to evaluate identified defects manually to determine their nature.
One potential solution analyzes the light scattering signature of the defects identified under
optical microscopy. Through this methodology specific attributes of defect modes may be
characterized by their corresponding signals. Using this ideology 1,000 defect images were
run through an algorithm and multiple defect types were successfully identified [107].
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Alternative image analysis systems may also be employed. Tiron et al. have implemented
Voronoi diagrams that connect bonds to nearest neighbor’s cores in densely packed
cylindrical arrays. Polygons are then drawn from the bonds and based upon the order of
the polygon it can be determined if a DSA specific phase defect is present [103].
Cao et al. have begun exploring the transition of DSA into a manufacturing
environment by installing the flow on a commercial system and monitoring week to week
defectivity of a DSA system. Wafer metrology was carried out on a KLA Tencor 2835
post PMMA removal to identify defect locations. A subset of 200 of the total defects was
randomly sampled for further evaluation via SEM. An overall defect density of 979
count/cm2 was observed. The size distribution of the defects were classified on a week to
week basis across a period of three months and were consistent during this time frame with
most particle defects coupled in zones of similar size below 200nm. During this time frame
three batches of BCP were installed. After the second batch of BCP was installed a 90%
increase in embedded particle defects was observed.

This was attributed to the

modification of dummy dispense for the second batch to preserve material.

The

reinstallation of the material with a complete line flush alleviated the increase in particle
defects. Cao’s defectivity monitoring has identified that the majority of defects associated
with a manufacturable DSA process lie within the confines of the process itself and are not
DSA specific, although the process is susceptible to slight material variation [110].
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5.3 Directed Self Assembly Literature Summary
______________________________________________________
Self assembling polymer systems are by no means new to the scientific
community. Their application in a high volume manufacturing environment for
semiconducting device patterning is and carries high expectations with a recent
resurgence in research and development. Such technology circumvents the limits of
diffraction limited projection lithography systems in that the ultimate pattern density is
dictated by molecular size. Despite this distinct resolution advantage, the relative
immaturity of the DSA process has presented several key challenges that require
consideration moving forward.
The most pertinent of which involves demonstration of consistency and control
over defect formation/identification. For DSA to be adopted as a manufacturable
solution, wafer scale defect free regions must be exhibited by this technology.
Furthermore, the ability to detect anomalies with a metrology tool set is imperative. This
task has become exceedingly difficult as new through film defect modes are introduced
specific to this technology.
As reported, research is underway to optimize this process to extend control over
the assembling system and make undesirable morphologies energetically unfavorable to
form. This entails the study of system boundary conditions, tuning process parameters
(anneal temperature/time), materials (molecular weight distribution, size control and
purity) and pattern transfer mechanisms. If the efforts to realize a stringently controlled
DSA process come to fruition, this technology has the capacity to extend the scaling of
semiconductor devices in the realization of ultra-high resolution images.
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5.4 Objective and Methods
______________________________________________________
The importance in the continuation of contact feature scaling while maintaining
control over aspect ratio has been outlined in the introductory sections of this document.
In conducting a thorough literature review of the state of DSA research there has been
limited publication on modulating AR in the patterning of via features using this
technology. Furthermore, there has been even less study coupling a theoretical DSA model
to experimental results seeking to augment the AR of cylindrically oriented BCP system.
It is the objective of this research to explore DSA as an alternative patterning
technology and investigate how contact feature AR may be augmented in advanced nodes.
A cylindrically forming PS-b-PMMA 32nm natural period polymer system will be
thoroughly analyzed in this work. Process variation (PV) band simulations will be
executed on the graphoepitiaxial GP to assess system tolerance and response to various
contours in the formation of elliptical contact features. This data will then be compared to
an experimental process fabricated in a 300mm manufacturing environment at the Center
for Nanoscale Science and Engineering.
GP PV bands ranging +/- 16% (2.5mJ) and +/- 40nm from nominal dose/focus are
generated via a commercial scale OPC engine from a test macro consisting of dense
variable AR (1:1 to 2:1) contact arrays. These contours act as an input to International
Business Machines’ (IBM) proprietary compact DSA simulator.

The response of

cylindrically forming DSA polymers to GP variation and AR will be monitored. A baseline
will be established for pattern tolerance and DSA morphology.
The empirical portion of this study involves process optimization and development
for a cylindrical DSA system in a 300mm environment. This was completed through the
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evaluation of DSA (neutral layer, brush, BCP) and resist materials. Considerations for
resist selection was based upon resist profile, LER/LWR, thermal stability and ease of
removal. DSA material was qualified on interfacial interaction, BCP preferentiality and
DSA alignment. Inspection was carried out via CDSEM.
GP exposures are executed on ASML Twinscan 1950i and 1700i lithography
systems. Material applications occur across a suite of TEL Clean Tracks including the
Lithius, Act and Pro V systems. CDSEM measurement is executed on a Hitachi CG 4000
SEM. All processing occurred at the College of Nanoscale Science and Engineering’s
Albany NanoTech Complex.
Once the DSA process had been effectively established, polymer assembly was
evaluated in its capacity to produce elliptical contact features using the same test structures
simulated. A SEM was be used to ascertain aspect ratio limits of the DSA process and
process latitude will be derived from image analysis. Empirical and simulation results are
compared to evaluate model accuracy.
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5.5 Compact Directed Self Assembly Model
______________________________________________________
Despite significant progress in the material processing aspect of DSA in recent
years, a large amount of work remains in the domain of modeling and computational
lithography. This is largely an artifact of the challenge involved in coupling optical
lithography models with the thermodynamic and kinetic forces that drive material
assembly. For DSA to be adopted by the semiconductor fabrication community an
integration scheme akin to what is available in today’s computational lithography solutions
must be compiled.
Designing guide patterns that yield precise assembly at a desired location requires
rigorous simulation. Not only would a model aid in GP generation, it could support process
development in understanding how lithography imaging tolerances influence ultimate
process window. A representative computational lithography assessment flow is outlined
in Figure 5.7.

Fig. 5.7. DSA specific design technology co-optimization flow [111].
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A target pattern is decomposed into mask objects which are then subjected to OPC
algorithms. Resist models are implemented to simulate the resultant product of an
exposure using the generated mask. Contours are produced across a set of process
conditions resulting in guide patterns which are subsequently subjected to DSA modeling,
predicting the probable domain formation locations. Iterative mask adjustments ensue until
the target converges with DSA simulation output within an acceptable process tolerance.
The key difference between the current computational lithography infrastructure and a
DSA equipped complete computational model is the DSA simulator, which is the focus of
this work.
Although the intricacies of the proprietary IBM model may not be discussed in
detail here, the fundamental operating concept may be presented. The compact simulator
is an abstract two dimensional model which uses only the DSA via and GP edge positions.
Utilizing image processing techniques the GP may be decomposed into discrete pixel
contours. Using this information as an input, thermodynamic relations are employed to
calculate probable domain formation locations through the minimization of total free
system energy.
Despite its relatively simplistic nature, the compact model has a significant
advantage over the three dimensional models reported in literature [112-114].

The

computational power and CPU time required by the complex Monte Carlo, Molecular
Dynamics and Self-Consistent Field Theory models are not practical for full chip
optimization. In a bench mark case study a set of via level GPs were simulated covering
an area of 9000nm2 using both models. The Monte Carlo model consumed over 100 CPU
hours to generate output whereas the compact simulation completed in less than two
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seconds, an over five orders of magnitude improvement. The average discrepancy in
centroid position between the models is on the order of half a nanometer [111]. Further
studies validate the accuracy and computational efficiency of the compact model
[115,116].
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5.6 Process Variation Band Simulation
______________________________________________________
Process variation band simulations are invaluable in replicating real-world tool
and fabrication tolerances. Inherent in the layered nature of semiconductor device
manufacturing, imaging will not always occur on a planar surface. It is therefore
necessary to account for the added defocus incurred in resolving images in the later
stages of the manufacturing. Furthermore, additional defocus and dose variation are
induced by the limitations of the stepper. PV band modeling accounts for these factors in
addition to assuming the complete computational model (source, OPC, resist etc.) in
generating a set of contours representative of the patterns which would be realized in
production.
GP PV bands were generated using a commercial OPC package from an IBM test
macro consisting of dense variable AR contact arrays. The original post OPC layout is
posted in Figure 5.8 with the target features shown on the right hand side. The minor axis
of the via is fixed at 64nm while the major axis is extended in 10nm increments up to
134nm (AR 2:1). PV bands were created for a range of defocus from -40 to 40nm and dose
variations of +/- 16% (2.5mJ) from nominal.
Defocus on the order simulated had a minimal impact on the integrity of the pattern
realized as depicted in the left hand side of Figure 5.9. Focused induced CD changes were
insignificant and on the order of 1.5nm. The resultant change in contour shape for a given
defocus value is slightly more apparent, however, will not translate into an appreciable
effect at wafer level during assembly for the range simulated. The contours are
substantially more susceptible to variations in dose which is an artifact of the sensitivity of
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the photoresist as demonstrated in Figure 5.9. A 30% (5mJ) dose variation results in a
delta CD of ~45nm. The full PV spectrum is presented in Figure 5.10.

Fig. 5.8. AR construct test macro.

Fig. 5.9. PV bands 1.93:1 contact feature: focus variation (left) and dose variation at best focus (right).
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Fig. 5.10. PV spectrum (outer-inner).

Using the extreme cases (outer & inner PV band) as well as the nominal
condition, a set of contours were captured to be used as the input to the compact DSA
model. These GPs were simulated using a BCP of natural period 32nm (akin to the
empirical process condition). It can be seen in Figure 5.11 that perhaps the range of PV
band contours generated were a bit ambitious. In the case of a severe overdose, assembly
proves unfavorable with significant energy distributed within the contact. Underdosing
yields undesired via multiplication with multiple contacts collocated in undesirable
configurations.
The nominal case proves promising in demonstrating the ability to manipulate the
ellipticity of a cylindrically forming BCP. For a pre-pattern with an AR up to 1.46,
singular domain formation is observed with an elliptical distribution. For the 1.31 AR
(84x64nm) GP it is predicted that an AR of 2.66:1 (32x12nm) is permissible. Lowering
the AR of the prepattern to 1.15:1 (74x64nm) affords a slightly less elliptical feature at
1.5:1 (18x12nm).
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Fig. 5.11. GP input (grey) and domain prediction (overlay).

Generating a new set of PV bands with constricted dose affords a much more
reasonable replication of the type of variation that would be expected to be seen at wafer
level. The difference between inner and outer contours is now on the order of 10nm (rather
than 40nm). This corresponds to a dose variation at tool level of 7% (1mJ). The domain
predictions for the reduced PV band set are posted in Figure 5.12.
Upon inspection it can readily be seen the challenge involved in controlling the AR
of a cylindrically forming polymer.

Although AR augmentation is plausible as

demonstrated, controlling the degree of ellipticity for a given contour would prove
exceedingly difficult. Revisiting the 3.1:1 case (third column from left in Figure 5.12)
three distinct outcomes occur for a given contour subjected to a 3.5% (0.5mJ) dose
variation (equivalent to ~5nm in CD at wafer level): an overdose results in a circular
contact, a nominal pre-pattern results in a high aspect ratio via bar or contact multiplication
may be observed as the result of underdosing.
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Such sensitivity is undesirable in

manufacturing environment and successful integration would be contingent upon tool
specification.

Fig. 5.12. Reduc ed constraint PV band simulation.
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5.7 Empirical 300mm Cylindrical Directed Self Assembly
______________________________________________________
Prior to the initiation of experimentation extensive material evaluation and process
tuning were completed. This involved qualifying DSA specific material interactions with
a standard lithography stack (ARC, OPL & resist). Considerations for resist selection were
based upon resist profile, LER/LWR, thermal stability and ease of removal. DSA material
was qualified on interfacial interaction, BCP preferentiality and DSA alignment. DSA
specific process development included thermal tuning by varying anneal time and
temperature as well as optimizing coat thicknesses of the BCP.
GP exposures were executed on ASML Twinscan 1950i and 1700i lithography
systems. Material applications occur across a suite of TEL tracks spanning LITHIUS and
ACT platforms. CDSEM inspection is executed on the Hitachi CG 4000 SEM line. The
process of record employed in this research will not be divulged nor will the specific
materials used in the system.

The exact details are IBM proprietary, however, a

representative flow is presented in reference [97].
The test macro outlined in section 5.6 was fabricated in a bright field mask design.
Exposures (NTD) occurred on a 300mm dose stripe wafer (+/- 3.5% step) at best focus to
accommodate the PV band simulations.

The resist performance was controlled as

demonstrated by the linear CD/dose relationship in the resolution of the GPs depicted in
Figure 5.13 for a variety of ARs.
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Fig. 5.13. Resist performance and CD range of interest (dashed box).

Fig. 5.14. Target vs experimental GP (CD error < 5%).
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SEM images of the post-litho results are posted in Figure 5.14. Fitting these to
the targeted simulated data provides excellent agreement as visualized in Figure 5.15.
For the nominal GP case across all ARs the model error is below 8% in comparison to the
empirically realized patterns. In both Figure 5.14 and 5.15 it can be seen that the higher
AR features contend with CER. This is significantly mitigated in the hardening process
where the resist is cooked at a higher temperature than that which the DSA anneal is
driven at, smoothing the edges. Not only does the hardening bake alleviate CER it
solidifies CD such that a change isn’t likely to occur during assembly. Post hardening
data is presented in Figure 5.16.
With the GP process characterized and in working order the wafer was ready for
DSA. A 32nm natural period cylindrical BCP composed of PS-b-PMMA was applied
and an anneal ensued to drive assembly. The results of this processing are presented in
Figure 5.17. It should be noted that a key challenge in quantifying DSA patterns lies with
the pre-patterns sensitivity to the SEM. Interaction with electrons (even at low
acceleration voltages and probe currents) change the surface properties of the GP often
rendering them unsuitable for DSA or significantly compromising the integrity of a
realized pattern. Consequently the exact CD of the pre-pattern is unknown for the posted
results, however, the GP characterization previously reported took place in the same
dense array so it reasonable to assume that the CDs should be on the same order.
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Fig. 5.15. SEM overlay: 1:1 (left) and 1.31:1 (right).

Fig. 5.16. Post harden GP.

In comparing the simulation output with the empirical results (Figure 5.12 vs
5.17) it can be seen that the PV bands afford a realistic representation of the process. For
each AR within the frame of image capture, most scenarios predicted for a shift in
contour dimension are represented. The validity of the model is further supported by
using an actual photoresist GP SEM image as an input to the simulation. As visually
depicted in Figure 5.18, a contour is fitted from an experimental GP which the simulator
then decomposes for domain formation prediction. Comparing the model output to
another location within the same contact array from which the physical GP was extracted
yields nearly perfect agreement.
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The post BCP SEM images shown in Figures 5.17 & 5.18 demonstrate that AR
augmentation is possible in practice when using a cylindrically forming polymer by
altering the contour of the GP. Selectively removing the PMMA cores via dry etch
affords another means to further manipulate AR as presented in Figure 5.19. In cases
where multiple domains are collocated in close proximity the etch appears to break
through the thin separating layer of PS resolving higher AR feature, further analysis is
required to validate. Despite the sensitivity to pre-pattern geometry, it is possible to
manipulate sub 20nm contact featuring using a cylindrical DSA process. To do so at the
level required for high volume manufacturing very stringent process control must be
exercised and requires further scrutiny through subsequent study.

Fig. 5.17. Post BCP (contrast enhanced images).
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a)

b)

c)

Fig. 5.18. Model Validation: a) Simulation Input, b) Domain Prediction and c) Empirical Data (contrast
enhanced).
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Fig. 5.19. Post etch cylindrical DSA images.
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5.8 Conclusion
______________________________________________________
The importance of accommodating multiple AR design schemes for contact and via
levels for the scaling of technology has been previously outlined. With EUVL under
development and facing significant technological hurdles with regard to source power,
alternative patterning solutions are required to adhere to the ITRS roadmap. DSA affords
the opportunity to pattern features whose dimensions are only limited by the natural period
of the polymer employed while still complimenting current lithographic techniques. This
research sought to exploit the resolution advantages of DSA while exploring whether a
cylindrically forming polymer system had the capacity to manipulate AR for contact level
lithography. In doing so PV band simulations were coupled with IBM’s compact DSA
model to attain an understanding of process sensitivities and evaluate model accuracy using
empirical results.
Both experimental and model data validate that manipulation of the GP contour
can result in elliptically forming DSA features in a cylindrical system. The 32nm natural
period polymer employed in this experiment yielded sub 20nm CD contacts with ARs
greater than 2. Furthermore, it was shown that even a GP that results in the formation of
two distinct domains may be transformed into a higher AR feature utilizing dry etch if the
PMMA cores are collocated in close proximity. Perhaps the most important consequence
of this work highlights the sensitivity of the DSA process to the pre-pattern. CD variations
on the order of 5nm represent the difference between an elliptically forming contact and
multiple circularly forming features.
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Chapter 6. Closing Remarks
______________________________________________________
The ITRS releases yearly assessments detailing the needs of future inventions and
technical challenges across microsystems development. The most recent 2013 technology
characteristics summary mandates the need for a patterning solution that is capable of
imaging sub 18nm contact features with 1.2nm three sigma CD control by the year 2018.
This becomes exceedingly difficult as contacts have the smallest element area of any other
IC design element, have critical dimensions in two domains and are highly susceptible to
MEEF, defectivity, non-uniformity & edge roughness. A task daunting enough in itself
will incur additional challenges as that same year will see the introduction of 450mm
wafers into high volume manufacturing, requiring throughput accommodation.
Augmenting the shape of the contact feature can support scaling trends while
improving process latitude. In a design shrink where interconnects are formed by circular
contacts, dimensions will be reduced in all directions inducing strain in the lithography
system. Variable aspect ratio via features afford two degrees of freedom when scaling.
With a dimensional decrease along their minor (shorter) axis, elliptical vias may be
dimensioned such that the major (longer) axis is maintained or extended; increasing contact
area and enabling the maintenance of a patternable threshold to maximize process latitude.
Additionally, such augmentation empowers designers with advanced layout options;
providing a platform to advance technology.
Current 193i optical lithography has been exhausted of resolution enhancement
methods beyond multiple patterning schemes that significantly increase process
cost/complexity and the next logical iteration of source wavelength reduction (EUVL) is
too immature for deployment. Consequently the scientific community has begun seeking
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alternative patterning technologies that will enable the continuation of the high resolution
imaging.

EBL, NIL and plasmonic solutions have demonstrated the potential to

circumvent the diffraction limit inhibiting optical lithography, however, each have their
own set of unique challenges that have hindered their adoption. Consequently, the need
for a next generation patterning technology that can extend microsystem fabrication exists.
In this work two unique approaches were studied for the realization of high
resolution contact imaging while maintaining stringent control over AR. The first sought
to exploit the nature of optical vortices through a four tiered phaseshift mask that induces
helical propagation into incident wave fronts. As a single cycle of an optical vortex is
traversed from 0 to 2π, a phase singularity is observed at its core with zero intensity.
Consequently an optical vortex lithography system coupled with a high resolution negative
tone resist has a dimensional capacity limited only by the amount of stray light scattered
within these dark areas, source employed and integrity of the fabricated mask.
Utilizing rigorous aerial image vector simulation it was found that vortex fabricated
vias provide a distinct resolution advantage over traditionally patterned contact features
employing a 6% APM. 1:1 features were resolvable at 110nm pitch with a 38nm CD and
110nm DOF at 10% EL. A conservative estimate of the true potential of this technology
as a 30% resist threshold was chosen for simulation. Furthermore, iterative source-mask
optimization was executed as means to augment aspect ratio.

By employing mask

asymmetries and directionally biased sources aspect ratios ranging between 1:1 and 2:1
were achievable, however, this range was ultimately dictated by pitch employed.
Despite these promising results a significant amount of research remains in vortex
lithography. Three dimensional mask simulation requires consideration as the topography
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of the phase quadrature may induce complex electromagnetic effects compromising image
fidelity. Additionally, empirical results in a 193i system are required to validate simulation
output. Mask fabrication may prove challenging, however, grey scale lithography may
alleviate this burden. Coupling the vortex imaging with advanced materials and etch
processes present in industry may prove promising in addressing the needs of contact
feature fabrication for next generation technology nodes by extending the CD realized in
resist.
DSA is also a complimentary patterning technology which may be inserting into
the current manufacturing infrastructure and tool set seen in industry today.

DSA

patterning circumvents the diffraction limit of projection lithography through its thermally
initiated material assembly process. That is to say ultimate pattern densities are dictated
by polymer size, providing a promising platform for the extension of contact imaging.
This research sought to employ a PS-b-PMMA 32nm natural period cylindrical
DSA system coupled with a model to attain an understanding of the process limitations of
this technology and how AR may be augmented in a thermodynamically/kinetically driven
contact patterning system. PV band simulations were executed on the graphoepitaxial GP
to assess system response to various contours in the formation of elliptical features. The
nominal case proves promising in demonstrating the ability to manipulate the AR of a
cylindrically forming BCP. For a pre-pattern with an AR up to 1.46, singular domain
formation is observed with an elliptical distribution with minor axis CDs on the order of
14nm.
Although AR augmentation is plausible as demonstrated, controlling the degree of
ellipticity for a given contour can prove exceedingly difficult. As little as a 0.5mJ dose
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variation provides three distinct results for a given GP: a circular contact, an elliptical via
or multiple domain formations within the pre-pattern. In the case of contact multiplication
this type of error may be rectified if the domains are collocated in close proximity via etch,
realizing a high AR via bar.
Looking forward, means to mitigate the sensitivities of the process require further
investigation.

The degree of assembly perfection is largely a function of the

thermodynamic and kinetic elements of the DSA process. These aspects are significantly
influenced by boundary conditions, material composition and process conditions. It is
therefore important to qualify how the processes parameters, specifically anneal time and
temperature, influence through film integrity. Through this study a trade-off is expected to
be found between processing anneal time/temperature and size of process window increase
realized due to enhancement. This will be essential to examine as DSA positions itself for
high volume manufacturing insertion where a few extra seconds of anneal time could
potentially result in hundreds of thousands of dollars in lost daily income.
Two patterning technologies were reported as direct result of the research
presenting in this document that complement the current projection lithography and
semiconductor manufacturing infrastructure.

Both DSA and vortex lithography

demonstrate the capacity to resolve high resolution contact features at dimensions that
exceed the capability of current 193i single exposure systems while maintaining the ability
to manipulate AR. Although a significant amount of work remains prior to their integration
in a manufacturing environment, both technologies demonstrate extraordinary promise to
extend feature scaling to future technological generations.
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